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Cookie Policy 

This cookie notice is part of our Privacy Policy. For more 

information on how we use information of our website’s visitors 

please refer to our Privacy Policy.  

A cookie can be thought of as a digital identity card which lets 

us know whenever you return to our website. Thus, we can for 

example remember your preferences or registration details in 

the future. Furthermore, cookies allow us to monitor your surfing 

habits to see what you are interested in and adjust our services 

accordingly. 

We use cookies in order to provide a smooth and easily 

accessible service to you. Not only do cookies allow us to 

record important information about you to improve our services, 

but also to analyze how our services are being utilized.  

By using our services and having cookies enabled on your 

device, you agree to the processing of such cookies. 

While our services can, generally speaking, be used without the 

use of cookies, we do recommend to leave them enabled for 

the smoothest and most comfortable experience possible.  

Please refer to your browser’s/device’s support section if you 

need further information on said matter. 

If you disable all cookies (including Smaply’s authentication and 

session cookie) we cannot guarantee that we can provide you 

with a satisfying service.  

To see a comprehensive list of all cookies we utilize on please 

visit our cookie list, which can be found here.  

If you still have questions, or if you want to know which 

information we have processed regarding you, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at support@smaply.com.   

https://www.smaply.com/smaply-security-privacy.html
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